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LIFT FIERY CROSS

SOUTHAMPTON VICTORIOUS

I believe that God made us to work. I believe that he made us to live and to love and to be happy, living by the sweat of our brow. But I believe that he made us to love our work so much that we would find real and profound pleasure in it; and so labor on until tired out, we might sleep like little children at the end of each day.

—David Belasco
To Housewives:

As a feature of our ELECTRIC RANGE CAMPAIGN, Miss Brown A. Prout, well-known housewife and editor of several women's magazines, will be in Chester tomorrow (Monday, April 16, 1923), and will make a demonstration of the operation of electric stoves in our store room.

April 16, 17, 18, 1923
At 3:30 O'clock

Every housewife in the city is invited to attend this demonstration. We particularly wish those who have elected the installation of an electric range and those who are already using this modern cooking appliance.

The electric range is almost too good to be true. If you should tell all the good things about it, including the few that are not quite as good, you would not believe them without seeing them actually demonstrated.

Housewives who are still sticking to the old wood, coal or oil range are doing themselves and their families an injustice.

Come to the demonstration, come on Monday, April 16, and 17, and 18, and 19, and see for yourselves.

D. E. Collin, Registrar.

G. W. Byars, Mayor.

H. L. SCHLOSBERG IN THE VALLEY

Get in the Well Dressed Circle

Southern Public Utilities Co.
The S. M. Jones Co.'y.

Local and Personal

We are having a wonderful season of sales now. We have a number of handsome, well-cut suits for all. Sizes 32 to 48. We have ready-made coats, suits, trousers, jackets, Star rawlings, and suits. We sell them at prime cut prices. We are prepared to deliver in any quantities. If you have not been here lately, you are invited to visit us.

Mr. John Luke Tennyson, public beadle, received a congratulatory card from the mayor of the city for his long service in the office.

Mr. W. H. Moore, of the Moore family, went to New York last week to attend the annual meeting of the National Automobile Club.

Mr. James Woods, of the Woods family, was in the office of the county commission yesterday. He was investigating the possibility of constructing a new courthouse.

Baseball Game--We are sorry to report that the local team lost yesterday to a visiting team from a neighboring town.

The Board of Directors of the local bank held a meeting last week. They discussed the possibility of expanding their facilities and increasing their capital.
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We are experienced and skilled in printing all kinds of materials. Our shop is thoroughly equipped. We are ready to take on your next job. No job is too large or complicated.

We have moved to a new location to better serve our customers. We have expanded our printing facilities to accommodate more clients.

We are equipped to print all kinds of materials. We have the latest printing equipment and are dedicated to providing the highest quality prints.

If you want special printed forms printed quickly and efficiently, we can meet your needs. Our printing process is fast and reliable.

We are committed to providing the best quality prints at competitive prices. We have a team of experienced printers who are dedicated to meeting your needs.

You will find our prices in line with other printing establishments who give quality printing and good paper. We do not pride ourselves on cheap work, however, if that is what you want we can provide it to you, but we prefer to give you the better kind.
Cotton Planting Seed

What Kind? Cleveland Big Ball Of Course

We have about 2,000 bundles that are absolutely pure. We bought Separator and separated them ourselves, and we bought them from a party that was very particular with his seed, and we know that they are pure.

The Government recommends Cleveland Big Ball Cotton Seed, and when the Government recommends anything you can rest assured it is the best. See us before it is too late to get your planting seed.

You can't get a better combination than Swift's Fertilizer and Cleveland Big Ball Cotton Seed

The S. M. Jones Compy.

DEMOCRATS ADD
TO G. O. P. MEAS

World Discourages Estimates.

The Cleveland Sun and The Evening Sun, Co.-Tribune, Cleveland, Ohio, April 13th, 1917.

The Sun and the evening Sun are taking their kind to add to the power of revolution party of
tgrounds that the whole British public has a right to expect, and this is the
tone that it is intended to keep up in the American public.

The use of these measures is a step in the direction of
the American public.
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